BlueSky Wireless

Fire Alarm Messaging
Gateway
Introducing the Fire Alarm Messaging Gateway from BlueSky Wireless.
Unlike our enterprise gateway, it is designed to be used solely as a Fire Alarm messaging
solution keeping the installation and ongoing maintenance as simple as possible.
It has been designed to be a simple plug in and connect solution, keeping the installation
time, configuration time and user training time to a minimum. Hardware is a solid state
device, the entire solution has been designed to be robust yet highly affordable.
Here are the current fire alarms panel manufacturers that the systems works with, if you do not see your panel
manufacturer in our list don’t worry as with our enterprise application gateway we will develop any necessary drivers
at our cost — all you pay for is the gateway itself.

What does the Fire Alarm Gateway do?
It connects to your existing fire alarm panel and monitors the outputs. When an alarm is identified the messages are
forwarded to an individual or group. The system is designed to work with WiFi and DeCT handsets, such as...

Fire Alarm Messaging From 5 to 20 User Endpoints

Messaging Core Components
The following components go to make the core of the Fire Messaging
Gateway…

Web User Console
The web console is accessed via a web browser, it is where uses can
come to manage their own message inbox and sent items just like a
web mail system. Standard users can manage their password, access
help and view simple reports. Super users can do everything a standard user can do as well as manage users and
simple groups.

Web Messenger – Paging
Users with access to the web browser can send messages to any
handset on the system removing the need to have a separate
paging system. As you can see from the screenshot - it is a very
simple process.

Web Administration Console
Using a web browser an administrator can manage, users and
groups. They can configure message templates, IP settings for
the Ethernet port, use IP tools e.g. Ping and shut the systems
down. Administrators can also manage the fire alarm interface rules and actions, Configure endpoints, etc.
Reports, graphs and export tools are available along with a complete set of online manuals

Lost And Found Monitor
When an endpoint is unavailable the lost and found monitor will repeatedly attempt to contact the missing
endpoint until it is either found or the system times out.

Additional Modules
There are a large number of additional modules available, via a physical hardware upgrade to the BlueSky Wireless
Enterprise Application Gateway.
See our additional modules sales brochure or website for more information on these or alternatively please call us
directly on +44 (0) 1833 631 510.
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